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Abstract: Processes of individual attitude formation and their macroscopic consequences have become an in-
triguing research topic, and agent-based models of opinion formation have been proposed to understand this
phenomenon. This study conducted an agent-based simulation and examined the role ofmassmedia in a noisy
opinion formation process, where opinion heterogeneity is preserved by a weak intensity of assimilation and
errors accompanying opinionmodifications. In a computationalmodel, agents conformed to their neighbours’
opinions in social networks. In addition, each agent tended to be influenced by one of two external agents
with fixed opinions, that is, mass media that take opposite positions on an opinion spectrum. The simulation
results demonstrated that a small probability of interactions with mass media reduces opinion heterogeneity
even with extreme mass media position values. However, a large frequency of interactions with mass media
increases opinion heterogeneity. Accordingly, intermediate assimilation strength achieves the least heteroge-
neous opinion distribution. The influence of mass media dampens the e�ects of network topology. Our simu-
lation implies that massmedia can play qualitatively di�erent roles depending on their positions and intensity
of influence.
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Introduction

1.1 Social influence is a strongdeterminant of opinion formation. People’s opinions are influencedby those around
them, such as familymembers, friends andacquaintances (Mutz 2002; Lazer et al. 2010; Klofstad et al. 2013). Re-
cent studies have considered the possibility of an echo-chamber and examined if social influence occurs only
among like-minded individuals (Bakshy et al. 2015; Barberá et al. 2015; Baumann et al. 2020). Research con-
ducted over the last few decades has found that various attributes and behaviours di�use on social networks
(Christakis & Fowler 2009).

1.2 Agent-based models have become an important research tool to understand opinion formation. Agent-based
models identify the rules ofmicro-level interactions andobserve emergingmacro-level outcomes. Researchers
inmultiple fields from sociology to physics have utilised agent-basedmodels to comprehend how people form
their opinions in societies (Castellano et al. 2009; Flache et al. 2017). In addition, researchers have incorpo-
rated a network science framework and examined how local interaction structures defined by social networks
determine opinion distribution (see Meng et al. 2018 for a recent extensive investigation).

1.3 Opinions are o�en represented on a continuous scale. For example, one’s political position or ideology can
be arranged on a one-dimensional le�–right scale. Empirical studies devise and apply estimation techniques
to place political actors, such as voters, in an ideological space (Jessee 2009; Barberá et al. 2015). In another
example, attitudes towards specific policies can also be represented by a continuous scale. As the strength of
support for a policy varies from person to person, it may require more than a dichotomous variable, for and
against, to represent policy attitudes. Previous studies have proposed a continuous opinionmodel, such as the
bounded confidence model (De�uant et al. 2000; Hegselmann & Krause 2002).
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1.4 Assimilative interaction is one tendency that has been incorporated in various opinion formation models (Ax-
elrod 1997; De�uant et al. 2000; Hegselmann & Krause 2002). People tend to become more agreeable when
they are surrounded by those who have di�erent opinions. Opinion formation models have assumed agents’
opinions tend to converge a�er interactions. This basic pattern can be understood as people minimising the
dissonance created when holding di�erent opinions (Groeber et al. 2014).

1.5 Opinion distributions demonstrate diversity. The typical character of opinion distribution is a central peak at
themiddle position, exemplifiedbypeople’s ideological positions ona le�–right scale (Flache et al. 2017). At the
same time, anexisting central peakdoesnot indicateopinionhomogeneity; opinionsaredistributedaround the
centre and remaindiverse. Furthermore, despite recent political polarisation, thedistributionof the ideological
positions of the electorate indicates a weak tendency toward bimodality, and the study does not observe sep-
arate opinion clusters in the United States (Lelkes 2016). Canonical models of continuous opinion formation
do not stress these patterns. In the bounded confidence model, for example, opinions converge into several
homogeneous clusters whose members do not interact beyond the boundaries of the clusters (De�uant et al.
2000; Hegselmann & Krause 2002). If research interest lies in the analysis of the distribution of macroscopic
opinions, as previously described, then this basic property of themodel will notmatch empirical observations.
In addition, a small probability of interactingwith agents outside those clusters leads to a totally homogeneous
state (Mäs et al. 2010). A similar pattern is also observed in discrete models of social influence (Klemm et al.
2003; Macy & Tsvetkova 2015), and a di�erent form of social influence (Flache & Macy 2011a) or a learning rule
(Banisch & Olbrich 2019) is required to maintain diversity.

1.6 A method to maintain opinion diversity without clusters not interacting with each other is to introduce errors
in opinion modifications. Added noise preserves opinion heterogeneity by working against the tendency to
assimilation. Somestudieshaveconfirmed that errors inopinionmodificationspreserve theoriginal patternsof
bounded confidencemodels; overly large errors dissolve existing clusters and induce a transition to disordered
states (Pineda et al. 2009; Grauwin & Jensen 2012; Kurahashi-Nakamura et al. 2016). In thesemodels, however,
clusters generated by restricted interaction mainly preserve opinion heterogeneity. Another model assumes
that noise becomes larger when interactions occur between similar agents (Mäs et al. 2010). The motivation
to di�erentiate from similar individuals may be more appropriate for modelling fads such as fashion than for
modelling opinion formation.

1.7 This study examined the determinants of opinion distribution under the condition that noisiness preserved
opinion heterogeneity. The study employed this setting as a starting point because it can mimic the unimodal
diversity observed in several opinion distributions. To this end, we expanded a model introduced in Laver
(2020). This model assumes assimilative interaction in the same way as many models. However, a small in-
tensity of assimilation is assumed, and the speed of opinion convergence becomes smaller. In addition, fixed-
size errors accompany the opinion modification process and prevent the perfect convergence of opinion. The
combination of weak assimilation intensity and errors preserves opinion heterogeneity. We investigated how
opinionpolarisationdependson systemparameterswhenopinionheterogeneity is alwayspreservedbyanoisy
process (please refer to Schweighofer et al. 2020; however, for a di�erent aspect of polarisation, we focused on
opinion heterogeneity).

1.8 An influential factorwe considered in our opinion formationmodelwasmassmedia. In opinion formationmod-
els,massmedia are treated as external agentswho interactwithmanyagents (Galam 1997; Shibanai et al. 2001).
The introduction of one mass media tends to preserve opinion diversity, despite interacting with many agents
globally (Shibanai et al. 2001; González-Avella et al. 2005, 2010; Peres & Fontanari 2010, 2011; Pineda & Buendía
2015; Cosenza et al. 2020). Onebranchpoint inmodelling is thenumber ofmassmedia. Althoughearlier studies
considered single mass media, some recent studies have considered the e�ects of multiple mass media (Mck-
eown & Sheehy 2006; Quattrociocchi et al. 2014; Bhat & Redner 2019). Competition between multiple mass
media is a basic component of advanced democracies; therefore, we examined the e�ects of two mass media
outlets with opposite opinions although this situation receives relatively less attention. This setting has some
similaritywithmodels that assume extremists at the edge of an opinion spectrum (De�uant 2006;Mathias et al.
2016). Further, similar ideas were proposed early on in the context of discrete opinionmodels (Galam & Jacobs
2007). The study examined how zealots a�ect equilibrium proportions of two opposing opinions and the basin
of attraction of equilibria.

1.9 Ouranalysis ofmassmediawas concernedwith twopoints. The first is thee�ectsofmassmedia independentof
interaction thresholds. Previous studies have reported that interaction thresholds, which prohibit interaction
between agents and mass media, regulate the extent of the influence of mass media (Peres & Fontanari 2010,
2011). This study highlighted stationary states that were not frozen by thresholds, including bounded confi-
dence. Second, analysis focused on the qualitative variations in the roles of mass media. For example, Wang
et al. (2020) demonstrated that the larger e�ects of multiple mass media lead to smaller polarisation, whereas
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Mckeown & Sheehy (2006) and Bhat & Redner (2019) reported that larger e�ects lead to opinion polarisation.
The results of this study confirmed the non-monotonic e�ects of massmedia. In other words, onemodel could
capture the moderation and polarisation e�ects of interaction with mass media.

1.10 The opinion formationmodel, whichwill be introduced in the next section, aimed tomake the following contri-
butions. First, the study introduced situations where weak conformity and errors maintained opinion diversity
and examined the influence of mass media on opinion polarisation. This setting was motivated by the obser-
vation that separate opinion clusters did not frequently maintain opinion diversity. Second, investigating this
situation revealed that mass media may contribute to moderation and polarisation according to the strength
of their influence andmay play a qualitatively di�erent role in opinion formation.

Model

2.1 We considered a computational model whereN agents were located on a small-world network (Watts & Stro-
gatz 1998). When generating networks, we first considered an expanded cycle where agents were arranged in
a circle and were connected with d/2 neighbours on both sides; then, we added Ndp/2 random links (New-
man et al. 2000). Loops and duplicated links were avoided. Following this procedure, the average degree size,
that is, the number of neighbours, was d(1 + p). A larger p indicated that the network had becomemore disor-
dered. Previous studies have reported that disordered networks tend to induce consensus in di�erent opinion
formation models (see Flache & Macy 2011b and cited studies).

2.2 Each agent had an attribute called an opinion. The opinion of agent i was denoted as oi ∈ R. Opinions could
represent attitudes towards a specific policy. Positive and negative opinion values represented those for and
against that policy; absolute opinion values indicated attitude strength. In the initial states, oi followed a uni-
form distribution, U(−3, 3). Note that the range of initial values does not indicate upper and lower bounds
of opinions, and absolute values of agents’ opinions can be larger than 3. Agents could update their opinion
through interactions with other agents. During each elementary time step, one agent could modify his/her
opinion; in other words, we assumed asynchronous updating. During each step, an interaction with a neigh-
bour occurred at a probability of 1 − w, whereas interaction with mass media occurred at a probability of w.
Therefore, a largerw indicated a stronger influence of mass media.

2.3 Agents modified their opinion by interacting with their neighbours. During such an event, one focal agent, i,
was selected randomly fromN agents; one role agent, j, was also selected randomly from i’s neighbours. We
assumedanassimilative interaction, and that i’s opinionwas influencedby j’s opinion. Specifically, theopinion
of the focal agent was updated in the following way:

oi ← oi + µ(oj − oi) + e, (1)

where µ (0 < µ ≤ 1) was the intensity of assimilation. We basically assumed small µ values, which indicated
the limited e�ects of persuasion. This updating process excludes interaction thresholds that determine the
behaviour of the bounded confidence models (De�uant et al. 2000; Hegselmann & Krause 2002), such that
separate clusters do not influence the resultant opinion distribution.

2.4 In addition to assimilative interaction, random errors denoted by e also modified opinions. A random error
term, e, took the value∆ or−∆with equal probability. This error term allowed for the possibility that the focal
agent’s opinion diverged from the role agent’s opinion, which reflected the uncertain e�ects of persuasion.
Although the original model (Laver 2020) assumed that assimilation occurred a�er adding an error term, we
just added two components to permit a separate analysis of assimilation and errors.

2.5 In this model, mass media were external agents who influenced the opinions of other agents in networks, but
did not modify their own opinions. We assumed that there were two mass media with competing opinions
(Mckeown & Sheehy 2006; Bhat & Redner 2019). For instance, two mass media outlets may represent le�- and
right-wing opinions. Therefore, we assumed that the opinions of two mass media outlets were om and −om,
respectively. The fixed positions of massmedia implied that massmedia opinions changedmuchmore slowly.

2.6 Agents in networks modify their opinions through interactions with mass media as well as with neighbours.
During this event, one focal agent was selected similarly to when interactions with a neighbour occurred; then,
mass media functioned as a role agent. The mass media agents followed were fixed during a simulation run.
This setting meant that agents kept following le�-oriented mass media (e.g. MSNBC) or right-oriented mass
media (e.g. Fox News). At the beginning of a simulation run, each agent was assigned to either mass media
outletwithequalprobability. When interactionsoccurred, agentsupdated their opinionusing the samemethod
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as during interactions with their neighbour. In other words, agent i updated his/her opinion in the following
way:

oi ← oi + µ(o(i)m − oi) + e, (2)

where o(i)m was an opinion of mass media agent i followed, and it took om or−om.
2.7 Our main interest was the standard deviation of opinions that was denoted by σ̂o. Smaller values suggested

that people approached consensus states, whereas larger values suggested polarised opinions. In addition, we
o�en referred to the standard deviation to assess accompanying uncertainty of this quantity. A�er a su�iciently
long relaxation process that continued for from 160000N to 5500000N rounds, we recorded the quantity of
interest for from 30000N to 420000N rounds. To enhance the statistical accuracy of the simulation results, we
conducted at least ten simulation runs and reported the mean values of these outcomes.

Results and Discussion

3.1 First, we checked the basicmodel characteristics when interactionswithmassmediawere not considered. Fig-
ure 1 presents opinion variance (σ̂2

o) as a function of time. In this figure, we set the initial opinions of all the
agents to 0 to clarify the time trend. Panel (a) presents the results when no social influence was involved with
opinion formation (µ = 0). Here, the model was reduced to a one-dimensional random walk whose move-
ment unit size was ∆. The time evolution of the variance of simulated opinions could be approximated by a
linear time trend. In contrast, we assumed weak assimilation (µ = 0.001) in panel (b), and an unlimited in-
crease in variance was prevented. Panel (c) reports the same result for a longer time period and indicates that
opinion variance in fact reached stables values once assimilation was introduced (note that values of both axes
are di�erent in panel (c)). Therefore, we assumed (weak) assimilation below and investigated the stationary
heterogeneity of simulated opinions.

Figure 1: σ̂2
o is reported as a functionof time. Panel (a) presents the resultswithout assimilation (µ = 0). The timeevolution

of the variance could be approximated by the linear time trend (∆2t), where t was the number of rounds divided byN . In
contrast, panels (b) and (c) show that σ̂2

o reached stable values once assimilation was considered (µ = 0.001). Note that
the values of the axes are di�erent in panel (c). Parameters:N = 1000, d = 4 and p = 0.01.

3.2 To understand the model’s basic behaviour, Figure 2 reports the values of σ̂o as a function of a rewiring proba-
bility in generating small-world networks (p). Small increases in p significantly lower the values of σ̂o. Although
further increases in p lead to smaller σ̂o, itsmarginal e�ects become smaller. Our resultwas consistentwith pre-
vious studies that observed that disordered networks tend to move towards consensus (Flache & Macy 2011b).
The e�ects of other parameters are intuitive; a stronger tendency towards assimilation (µ) reduces opinion het-
erogeneity, whereas a larger error (∆) increases opinion heterogeneity.

Figure 2: σ̂o is reported as a function of p. A larger p decreases the values of σ̂o, which indicates that disordered networks
tend to reach a less heterogeneous opinion distribution. Parameters:N = 1000 and d = 4.
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3.3 Figure 3 reports the values of σ̂o as a function of dwhich controls the average degree of networks. The values of
σ̂o decreased as d took larger values, which means that a larger degree size decreased opinion heterogeneity.
At the same time, this figure also shows that adding connections to the nearest neighbours had smaller e�ects
than adding random links by increasing p. For example, panels show that an opinion approached consensus by
increasing the values of d from 4 to 14when p = 0. Almost the samemagnitude of heterogeneity reductionwas
achieved by increasing the value of p from 0 to 0.01, but this modification only increased the average degree
from 4 to 4(1 + 0.01). Therefore, this figure suggests that disordered networks are e�icient at achieving a less
polarised opinion distribution.

Figure 3: σ̂o is reported as a function ofd for di�erent values of p. A largerddecreased the opinion variance. However, small
increases in the values of p had the same e�ect size, which suggests that disordered networks are e�icient at decreasing
opinion heterogeneity. Parameters:N = 1000.

3.4 Fromhere, we introducedmassmedia and examined how they contribute to the resulting opinion distribution.
Panels (a1)–(d1) of Figure 4 reports σ̂o as a function of w. Introducing opportunities for interactions with mass
media reduces opinion heterogeneity. The values of σ̂o decreased as w took larger values, and this pattern
was more notable when assimilation was weak (small µ) and networks were less disordered (small p). Where
w was not overly large, the figure shows that the extremity of media (om) whose values range from zero to
four had a small impact on the extent of heterogeneity reduction. However, further large w increased opinion
heterogeneity whose extent depended on the value of om.

Figure4: Panels (a1)–(d1) report σ̂o asa functionofw. Opinionheterogeneitydecreasedasw took larger values, and the size
of this heterogeneity reduction did not depend on the position of mass media (om). However, σ̂o started to increase when
w became overly large, which indicates the non-monotonic impact of the frequency of interacting withmassmedia. Panels
(a2)–(d2) show that an increase in σ̂o did not necessarily lead to larger standard deviation, especially whenw approached
one. Parameters:N = 1000, d = 4, and∆ = 0.1.

3.5 Panels (a2)–(d2) report the standarddeviations of σ̂o using the sameparameter values to assess uncertainty. An
increase in the frequencies of interactionwithmassmedia reduced standard deviations, given thatw remained
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small, which corresponded to a decrease in σ̂o. However, a further increase in w did not lead to significant
increases in standard deviations in contrast to the values of σ̂o. Furthermore, the values of standard deviation
decreased asw approached one.

3.6 Panels (a1)–(d1) of Figure 5 reports σ̂o as a function of om to further understand the role of mass media. The
figure shows that om had a small impact on opinion heterogeneity as long as the value of w was su�iciently
small as suggested in Figure 4. In contrast, σ̂o increasedmonotonically with the size of om when the probability
of interaction with mass media was larger. Therefore, a largew led to less opinion heterogeneity when om was
small, but an opposite pattern was observed with larger values of om. The standard deviation shows similar
patterns in panels (a2)–(d2). Its value increased with om when w was large. At the same time, comparing the
cases of w = 0.1 and w = 0.3 reveals that the increase in standard deviation was modest; large di�erences
were not observed in contrast to the values of σ̂o.

Figure 5: Panels (a1)–(d1) report σ̂o as a function of om. The values of om had a small impact when w was small, which
indicated that mass media positions had negligible e�ects on opinion heterogeneity as long as an interaction probability
withmassmediawas small. Opinions became heterogeneouswhen om andw took large values. Panels (a2)–(d2) show that
standard deviation increasedmodestly with om. Parameters:N = 1000, d = 4 and∆ = 0.1.

3.7 Figure 6 presents opinion distributions to gain a clearer understanding of the e�ects of mass media. We con-
ducted 500 simulation runs and recorded opinions at the 500000N th round to report this result. Panel (a)
presents the results with weak mass media influence. Opinion distributions shrank when a small probability
of interacting with mass media was introduced (w = 10−3). Mass media positions had a negligible impact on
the distributions. In this figure, the largest value of om was eight. Although this value lies at almost the edge
of opinion distributions whenw = 0, the introduction of mass media still decreased opinion heterogeneity. In
contrast, panel (b) shows that opinion distributions polarised when the interaction with mass media was fre-
quent (w = 0.5). At this stage, the mass media have an overly high influence, and their positions are reflected
in opinion distributions. As the positions of mass media becamemore extreme, we observed the two peaks at
more extreme positions.

Figure 6: Distributions of opinions are reported. Panel (a) shows that the introduction of interactions with mass media
(w = 10−3) reduced opinion heterogeneity. This e�ect was observed with extreme mass media positions (om = 8). In
contrast, panel (b) shows that a stronger influence of mass media (w = 0.5) can induce polarisation. Parameters: N =
1000, d = 4, p = 0.01,∆ = 0.1 and µ = 0.01.

3.8 These results suggest that the mass media play a di�erent role depending on the values ofw. The mass media
generated indirect connections because half of the agents were influenced by one media and that influence
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di�used through network interactions. Agents could moderate their opinion through interactions with neigh-
bours whowere influenced by di�erentmassmedia. Massmedia played a similar role to the additional links in
networks (i.e. larger p) and reduced opinion heterogeneity. At this stage, mass media positions played a rela-
tively minor role as suggested by the limited e�ects of om in Figures 4 and 5. In contrast, polarisedmassmedia
opinions exerted their influence oncew became su�iciently large. At this stage, agents’ opinion formation was
dominatedbymassmedia opinions, and the polarisation ofmassmedia contributeddirectly to opinion hetero-
geneity among agents. Furthermore, this polarised state corresponded to the fact that the standard deviation
did not increase despite the increase in σ̂o. The followers of each mediumwere concentrated around the posi-
tions of mass media, which led to relatively stable states.

3.9 Non-monotonic patterns can be observed with another system parameter. Panels (a1)–(d1) of Figure 7 present
the e�ects of assimilation strength (µ). As the values ofµ became larger, a decline in opinion heterogeneitywas
observed; stronger assimilation made opinion distributions approach consensus states. In contrast, further
increases inµ led toan increase inopinionheterogeneity. This reversal tends tobeprominentwhenmassmedia
positions became extreme, that is, larger om. External agents with a fixed opinion attracted followers, which
reversed the direction of the e�ects of the assimilation parameter. Again, this tendency did not necessarily
contribute to a large standard deviation in σ̂o, as indicated in panels (a2)–(d2). The study observed that the
standard deviation did not increase with large frequencies of interaction with mass media (w = 0.3).

Figure 7: Panels (a1)–(d1) report σ̂o as a function ofµ. An increase inµ decreased opinion heterogeneity as long asµ values
were small. However, a further increase in µ led to polarised opinions, which indicated the non-monotonic e�ect of as-
similation intensity. Panels (a2)–(d2) show that polarized states accompanied significant increase in the values of standard
deviation only whenw was small. Parameters:N = 1000, d = 4 and∆ = 0.1.

3.10 Figure 8 reports opinion heterogeneity as a function of w and µ to fully understand the e�ects of these two
parameters. Two parameters demonstrated a monotonic impact when the value of om was small. Panel (a)
shows that σ̂o decreases asw and µ increase, which indicates that both the frequency of interaction withmass
media and intensity of assimilation contribute to reduced opinion heterogeneity.

Figure 8: σ̂o is reported as a function of w and µ. Panel (a) shows that both parameters reduced opinion heterogeneity
monotonicallywhenomwassmall. In contrast, panel (b) shows that twoparametersdemonstratedanon-monotonic impact
when om was large. Parameters:N = 1000, d = 4, p = 0.01 and∆ = 0.1.

3.11 In contrast, non-monotonic patterns appearedwhen omwas large. Panel (b) shows that σ̂o had the smallest val-
ueswith intermediatew, and this non-monotonic relationshipwas prominentwith smaller values ofµ. Whenµ
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was su�iciently large and σ̂o took very small values, higher frequencies of interaction with mass media mono-
tonically increased opinion heterogeneity.

3.12 Finally, we examined how the introduction of mass media modified the dependence on other parameters. Fig-
ure 9 reports the values of σ̂o as a function ofw for di�erent values of p. As reported in Figure 2,more disordered
networks (larger p) reduced opinion heterogeneity without the influence of mass media. However, this e�ect
diminished as w became larger, and the di�erence between the results with p = 0.001 and p = 0.1 almost
disappeared when the value of w was approximately 0.1. This figure shows that interactions with mass media
can dominate other parameters even when the majority of interactions occur between neighbours.

Figure 9: σ̂o is reported as a function ofw for di�erent values of p. The dependence of opinion heterogeneity on p dimin-
ished as w became larger, which indicated that a larger probability of interaction with mass media suppressed the role of
long-range links. Parameters:N = 1000, d = 4 and∆ = 0.1.

Conclusion

4.1 In sum, we extended and examined the noisy opinion formation model proposed in Laver (2020), where weak
assimilation intensity and errors preserved opinion heterogeneity. Our model focused on the role of external
agents with fixed opinions, that is, mass media. First, we examined the basic behaviour of themodel in the ab-
sence ofmassmedia. Opinion heterogeneity converged evenwithweak assimilation intensity. Additional links,
especially long-range links, reduced opinion heterogeneity significantly. Next, we introduced mass media and
examined their impact on opinion distributions. The frequency of interaction with mass media indicated non-
monotonic e�ects on opinion heterogeneity. Small increases in interaction frequencies reduced opinion het-
erogeneity, and this pattern could be observed even with extreme mass media positions. The e�ects of mass
media on opinion positions were negligible with a lower frequency of mass media interaction. At this stage,
mass media played the same role as additional network links and contributed to the reduction of opinion het-
erogeneity. In contrast, more frequent interactions with mass media increased opinion heterogeneity. High
frequencies of mass media interaction attracted agents’ opinions and contributed to polarisation. The assim-
ilation intensity also demonstrated non-monotonic e�ects, and both weak and strong intensities contributed
to opinion heterogeneity. Finally, higher frequencies of interaction with mass media dampened the e�ects of
network-related parameters.

4.2 Our simulation results imply that multiple mass media with opposite positions can play qualitatively di�erent
roles. A moderate influence of mass media can reduce opinion heterogeneity by o�ering a shared basis for
people’s opinions, although mass media do not occupy the centre of an opinion spectrum. Conversely, mass
media can foster opinion heterogeneity when its influence becomes overly large. Empirical studies have found
thatmassmedia influence explains the recent rise of polarisation (Hopkins 2014; Martin & Yurukoglu 2017). Our
simulation suggests that the mass media’s strong influence attracts followers to extreme positions.

4.3 Finally, our study had some limitations that have implications for possible future studies. We assumed a ten-
dency towards assimilation including in interactions with mass media. However, some studies have also con-
sidered the possibility of repulsion in opinion formation, and this modification produces some novel system
behaviour (Jager & Amblard 2005; VazMartins et al. 2010; Flache &Macy 2011b; Chen et al. 2017; Huet &Mathias
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2018; Turner&Smaldino2018). Although the empirical validity of opinion repulsion remains ambiguous accord-
ing to recent experimental studies (Takács et al. 2016; Bail et al. 2018; Guess & Coppock 2020), we can examine
whether the introduction of repulsion is useful when replicating stylised facts. In addition, network links were
fixed in this simulation. Dynamic networks tend to produce opinion diversity (Centola et al. 2007; Kozma&Bar-
rat 2008), but diversity can disappear if errors are introduced in the link updating process (Grauwin & Jensen
2012). Links with mass media were also fixed in this study, but these links may also be modified considering
selective exposure (Stroud 2008; Iyengar & Hahn 2009). Although mass media had negligible e�ects on opin-
ion heterogeneitywhen the interaction frequencywas low, dynamic relationshipswithmassmediamay lead to
di�erent patterns. Although this study had these limitations, we believe the basic patterns reported herewould
be a good basis to investigate more complex situations.

Model Documentation

Replication files of the simulation model are available at https://www.comses.net/codebase-release/
476020cd-f269-4245-8bc8-bc6bffb7c4e9/
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